Carafe
Brewing System

The Keurig® revolution just got bigger —
a perfect pot of coffee, made simpler and
brewed faster.
Are you frustrated with your conventional pot coffee
maker — the messy grounds, burnt coffee and waiting for a
fresh pot to brew? Introducing the Keurig® Bolt™ Carafe
Brewing System, a commercial-grade system that delivers
faster brew speed than the market-leading 120V pot coffee
maker and features high quality, consumer-recognized
coffee brands. The Keurig® Bolt™ system will transform the
way you think about brewing a pot of coffee whether it be in a
workplace, hotel or cafeteria setting.
•

Convenient and easy to use

•

Operationally efficient with no mess or clean up

•

Fresh gourmet coffee made consistently every time

Simply place the Bolt™ pack into the brewer, press the Brew
Button and enjoy a 64 oz. pot of coffee in about two minutes.

Finally, a perfect pot of coffee with Keurig®
convenience and speed.

The Keurig® Bolt™ system is ideal for:
Medium to Large
Sized Workplaces
Busy people
Need to serve in volume
Need to do so quickly

Limited Service
Restaurants
Moderate coffee business
New breakfast programs
Need for off-peak solution

Hotel and Hospitality
Facilities
Featured in the lobby
Seen at the bar
Kept behind a kitchen counter

Convenience Stores
Non-traditional locations
Secondary source of coffee
Lower volume SKUs

Colleges and Universities
Kiosks
Bookstores
Academic lounges

The Keurig® Bolt™ System Advantage
Faster On-Demand Brewing Speed
The Bolt™ brewer can deliver 64 oz. of delicious coffee
in about two minutes vs. four minutes or more for a
leading pot (120V) coffee maker.

Consistent Quality and Taste
The sealed Bolt™ packs keep coffee grounds fresh.
Since the coffee is pre-measured, your freshly brewed
coffee will always have the excellent, consistent taste
the Keurig® brand is known for.

Greater Convenience,
Better Operating Efficiency
The Keurig® Bolt™ system uses convenient Bolt™ packs.
With the ideal brewing environment inside, these packs
require no pre-measuring and have no messy filters or
spilled grounds to clean up.
The dynamic Color Touchscreen is programmable and
makes it simple to brew a pot of coffee and dispense
hot water.

Hot Water Dispenser

The Bolt™ Thermal Carafe
The innovative engineers at Keurig have crafted a custom Thermal Carafe,

Commercial Grade &
Foodservice Ready

specially designed for use with the Keurig® Bolt™ brewer.

This is a rugged brewer, built to commercial

Secure Operation

specifications and UL-approved for commercial use only.

The Bolt brewer contains a sensor system that determines when the Thermal Carafe is securely
in place, the flip lid is open, and it is safe for brewing to begin. If the Thermal Carafe is removed or
incorrectly inserted, the brewing process will stop immediately.

This brewer has passed extensive sanitation testing and

Thermal Performance

and has an NSF-4 rating, meaning it is well suited for

To maintain the ideal combination of taste, freshness and temperature, Keurig recommends
holding coffee within the Thermal Carafe for up to one hour. The optimal temperature range for
coffee taste and freshness is 175-185° F. When starting at room temperature, the Thermal Carafe
will maintain this temperature range for up to one hour. When pre-heated, the Thermal Carafe
will maintain this temperature range for up to two hours.

foodservice environments.

™

Coffee Variety Identifier
A variety identifier has been built into the handle of the Thermal Carafe so that you can specify
which type of coffee it contains.

One Thermal Carafe is
included with each Bolt™
Regular

Decaf

Flavored

brewer purchase.

analysis by the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF)

How The Bolt™ Pack Works
What would a Keurig® system be without
an ingenious method of housing the coffee?
The Bolt™ system features our new Bolt™ packs.
No messy filters to deal with and no spilled grounds
to clean up. Simply place the Bolt™ pack in the
brewer, press the Brew Button, and a fresh 64 oz. pot
of coffee will be ready for you in about two minutes.
Since the sealed Bolt™ packs keep the coffee grounds
fresh, you’ll enjoy consistently excellent coffee time
after time.

Recycling Bolt™ Pack Cups
The Keurig® Bolt™ packs’ plastic cups are made from
polypropylene/#5 plastic, and can be separated
from the lid and filter and recycled wherever
polypropylene/#5 plastics are accepted. Keurig®
Bolt™ system users should check with their local
municipality or waste hauler on recycling options.
For more information on recycling options in U.S.
communities, visit boltrecycling.com.

COOL 	 — The Bolt™ pack i s hot after brewing. Please allow it to cool.

PEEL — 	Carefully peel back tab to separate foil lid and filter from cup.

RECYCLE 	 — Recycle your cup wherever #5 plastics are accepted.

Bolt™ Pack Varieties
Our company founder once said, “The best cup of coffee is the one you like best.”
That’s why our brand portfolio includes leading roasters from across North
America. Like members of a large, extended family, all of them share a commitment
to excellence, yet each brings something unique to the gathering.

Green Mountain Coffee®
A great tasting cup of coffee can give you a whole new perspective.
It’s a moment to pause, reflect, and reprioritize. That moment is
what inspires us to make coffee that benefits everyone it touches.
From carefully sourcing and roasting the highest quality beans, to
supporting small farms and protecting the environment, we focus
on what’s important. That’s why we believe a good cup of coffee
can change your day…but a great cup of coffee can help change
the world.

Tully’s®
Some professionals need to approach their jobs slowly and with
a great deal of care. Like tightrope walkers. Or brain surgeons.
At Tully’s®, the same holds true for creating great coffee. It takes
a lot of patience, which is why we roast our coffee beans to gently
coax out the complex flavors and aromas. We take our time in
roasting and in training each master roaster in our artisanal
approach. From the aroma to the full-bodied flavor, you can taste
the time taken in every satisfying cup of Tully’s® coffee. Now we
invite you to take your time discovering it.

The Original Donut Shop™
Some people won’t admit it, but the best part of a donut is the
coffee that goes with it. Without coffee, donuts are just another
confection. But The Original Donut Shop™ Coffee? That’s a different
story. The Original Donut Shop™ Coffee lingers on your tongue and
warms the soul. It brightens your day like a big scoop of sprinkles.
And who doesn’t like sprinkles? If you go through life as if it’s a
sweet surprise filled with jelly and covered in frosting, The Original
Donut Shop™ Coffee is for you.

With over 20 gourmet coffee varieties in our portfolio,
there are always opportunities to grow our Bolt™ pack
variety options.
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